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HIGHlIGHTS OF THE MISSION TRIP IN NOVEMBER 2017

FIRST PART OF THE TRIP
Changing the life of the children
through your ministry! We will be
working on home building for the
local community, as well as working
with the children and youth, and
exploring the culture through the
life of the villagers.

We are grateful to our living God for the blessed mission trip we had in November. The eleven of
us had pleasant weather during the eighteen days of the trip, which allowed the team to do more work
than planned. I can’t stress enough how awesome each team member involved was. Everyone cooperated
smoothly, working on projects under the leadership of the Cambodian team. Here are some highlights:
We purchased appliances and supplies in Phnom Penh to finish the Cambodian Children Ministry
(CCM) kitchen project. We provided 1,000 school supply packages to three elementary schools and a
middle school, provided twenty-five school uniforms to students, twelve food supply packages to needy
families, provided funds for medical supplies for two severely ill children, and funded further schooling
for four needy students. We delivered a Talking Bible system with a Bluetooth speaker and a cellular
power supply to a remote church, provided by Emerald Bible Fellowship. Toward the end of the trip, we
joined 1,000 people celebrating the 10th anniversary of CCM with a banquet, and dedicated the new
kitchen. Certificates of appreciation were presented to all U.S mission team members and our CCM
board members in Cambodia. As part of the trip, we visited two genocide museums, celebrated the Water
Festival, visited Angkor Wat and a floating village in Siem Reap. It was a wonderful opportunity for the
team to learn more about the life and culture of Cambodia. This great mission trip wouldn’t be made
possible without your prayer and financial contributions. We sincerely thank all for your partnership!

SECOND PART OF THE TRIP
Changing your life through the
children’s ministry! We will be touring
through the royal palace, genocide
museum, Angkor Wat, churches,
floating villages, and exploring the
life of the cities, Siemreap Province
and Phnom Penh.

Come and join this exciting mission trip changing the lives of the Cambodian children and
giving you the opportunity to serve them in many ways. October 29 - November 18, 2018
Due Date to register extented to July 15, 2018

LOCATION of CCM : Srash Keo Village, MelUM Commune, Boribo District
of Kampong Chhnang Province, Kingdom of Cambodia
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Start children off on the way they should go, and even when they are old they will not turn from it. Proverbs 22:6
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FULL PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN LAUNCHED IN 2018

Sunday, December 24, there was a Christmas
celebration at the children center in Cambodia.
Over 400 children and adults celebrated the birth
of our Lord, Jesus Christ. Nothing is more joyful
to you and me than to know that the name of our
Lord and Savior has been proclaimed throughout
the year.
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After the 10th anniversary of CCM, starting in 2018, we have launched adult, youth and childen
worship services, sports activity, health, music, Khmer literature, English, Bible study, computer, and
leadership training classes plus evangelism outreach. Your prayers and financial contributions enable us
to operate this ministry with a full leadership team with ten leaders included four volunteer staff.

There were also 75 people at the Cambodian
ministry at First Baptist Church celebrated
Christmas on Saturday, December 16, and with
the generosity of our partnership we raised $3,297,
which is 27% of CCM’s 2018 budget. We are
grateful for your Christmas gift.
សូមព្រះជាម្ចាស់នៃយើងបានដំកើងឡើង!

In April 14, Beverly Simmons joyfully celebrated
her 80th Birthday at the church with a reception.
She generiously contributed her gift received from
her family and friends in the amount of $1,447
toward this ministry.
Shirley and I sincerely thank you all for joining our
2018 Easter breakfast, hosted by the Cambodian
Children Ministry (CCM) committee. Over 100
people gladly joined the event. There was great
food and fellowship in the entire dining area, with
smiling faces, nice dresses, a friendly atmosphere
and preparations for our annual Easter combined
worship service. We also thank the kitchen crews
for their assistance during the event as well. We are
grateful to our living Lord that all members of the
CCM committee have been involved in mission
trips, putting their heart and mind to engage in
the lives of Cambodian children. Beyond their
prayer and financial contributions, they help and
encourage us to see the needs and become a part
of this life-changing ministry. Our God Is Great!
We humbly thank you all for your generous Easter
offering of 2018 through First Baptist Church in
the amount of $6,048 supporting CCM.

ខ្ញុំនិងគ្រួសារសូមថ្លែងអំណរគុណដល់ពួកជំនុំ

ទាំងអស់ដែលតែងតែគាំទ្រយើងខ្ញុំតាមជំនួយដ៏
ស្ម័គ្រអស់ពីចិត្តដើម្បីឲ្យយើងខ្ញុំមានសមត្ថភាព

និងកម្លាំងកាយចិត្ត ក្នុងការបំរើមណ្ឌលកូនក្មេង
នៅស្រុកខ្មែរយើង។ សូមទ្រង់ប្រទានពរដ៏ថ្លៃ

ឧត្តម និងសុខភាពមាំមួនដល់ពួកជំនុំទាំងអស់!
លោកគ្រូគង្វាល ភីធឺ អឹុម

6,048

Our CCM annual fundraiser will be on Saturday,
May 12, at 4:30 pm with dinner, a short program,
and auction hosted by the CCM committee.
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Contact Us:
First Baptist Church of Portland (FBC)
Cambodian Children Ministry (CCM)
Rev. Peter Im, Pastor and Missionary
909 SW 11th Ave. Portland, Oregon 97205
Office: (503) 228-7465 Ext. 115
Cell: (503) 267-7800
impeter@ccmnews.org

www.ccmnews.org

Financial Statement of Cambodian
Children Ministry - Project Account

Balance carried over from 2016: $ $70,611
Income in 2017: $39,808
Expenses in 2017: $69,538
Balance 12/31/2017: $42,882
THANK YOU FOR YOUR
PARTNERSHIP WITH US

Give toward monthly operations ($1,000
needed).
note: ccm general operation

Give monthly missionary support ($2,000
needed).

note: ccm missionary support
Check payable to: First Baptist Church
909 SW 11th Avenue Portland, OR 97205
• For the education building fund ($120,000)
• For the education and nutrition’s need for
children.
• For the mission trip in November 2018
• For evangelism outreach of the CCM’s
ministry
• For the health and safety of the children of
CCM and our leadership staff
• For peace and the door of evangelism in
Cambodia
Shirley and I are grateful for your partnership with
us feeding the children both physical and spiritual
needs. Thank You!
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